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Version 6.3.4 Release Notes
15 Jan 2021

Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.3.4.

More

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF179 Transport Details Template has been updated to include new “Reasons” column. [#25890]

2. The Other menu on the Profile vCard has been updated to allow access to the People Change functionality for the already selected profile.
[#25419]

3. Room Locks have been updated to allow editing for dates in the past. Additionally, the lock type can also be updated after the lock has been
created. [#25840] [#25487]

4. The Workflow Onsite and Existing Bookings popup has been updated to include an "Other Requests" category for showing requests which may
not directly affect bookings. [#25828]

5. Arrival check in and departure checkout pages rely on the the user having access to the bookings / reschedule / cancel transport pages if they
want to change bookings [#25044]

6. Rosters have been updated to automatically move a non-room owner out of a room owners room if it would stop the roster being run or
extended. The intruder will be moved to a room of the same type. [#23694]

7. SAM Event Management | Events has been updated to include the option of bulk reactivate profiles within a Crew. [#25338]

8. Workforce Report SRF316 KPI Details updated to allow running for up to 6 months of data and additional grouping for days away.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where future room cleans were being removed.

2. Fixed an issue where new profile generation within Roster document failed to display phone number validation error message. [#25941]

3. Fixed an issue where Roster Preview was not displaying correct Colour icons for identified Errors. [#25909]

4. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to unassign existed Owned room within Workflow Roster Document. [#25904]

5. Fixed an issue where booking would result in Transport Sequence Error when rescheduling transport after a Daytrip DRV booking. [#25932]

6. Fixed an issue where Multi Tabs reporting results for SRF233 Pending Site Travel Request did not include same details included when
generated in Multi Page option. [#25878]

7. Fixed an issue where rescheduling a booking would not warn about another booking being removed. Please note this functionality requires the
SAM Parameter ConfirmRescheduleTransport set to Y. [#25633]
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